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COAL SUPPLIES IN JUNE

In view of the Government f
s decision to postpone the introduction of

fuel rationing, pending the submission to the House of Commons of their coal

proposals as a whole, it has “become necessary to give a direction to cover

tho acquisition of domestic coal supplies during the month of June, tho chief

restrictiions now in force being duo to empire on 31st May.

It is expected that the demand for current consumption will have

lessened by the end of May and, while the supplies available will not allow

heavy stocking, it is desirable that as many a.s possible of .the consumers

who have storage facilities should start to build up stocks so that those

who are unable to stock now can bo kept supplied when winter limits transport
fa dirties.

The new direction, which supersedes all current restrictions,permits

occupiers of domestic and other controlled premises to acquire up to one ton

of fuel during June, of which not more than half a ton may be house coal, and

the remainder coke, anthracite, etc.

No house coal, may be purchased where stocks of house coal on the Ist June

exceed ''no ton and no fuel at all if the total stock on that dale exceeds two tons*

Special arrangements are being made to allow larger quantities to bo

acquired under licence from the Local Fuel Overseers in exceptional circumstances,

such as oases where long haulage to 'isolated premises makes transport in

bulk desirable.

It is necessary that the strictest economy should continue to be exercised

in fuel consumption of all kinds and the direction must not be taken a.s

suggesting that any relaxation is possible in this respect.

It must be clearly understood that the permitted quantities are not

rations to which every consumer is entitled, but limits beyond which no supplies

nn_ be acquired by anybody, except under licence. The available supplies
will not be sufficient to allow everybody to purchase the maximum quantities
and consumers who acquire stocks will have to account for them under any long-

term scheme that nay subsequently be adopted.

The only controlled premises exempted from the restriction are

hospitals, end schools and other educational institutions, which vd.ll he dealt

with as at present.
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